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Thesis Title : A PWM BASED SERIES COMPENSATOR FOR POWER SYSTEM 
STABILITY ENHANCEMENT 
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Date of Degree : May, 2014 
 
Maintenance of stability is one of the most important conditions for reliable and efficient 
operation of a power system. Many methods have been reported till to date to enhance the 
stability of a power system. In this thesis, the enhancement of power system stability 
through a relatively new FACTS device named pulse width modulated series 
compensator (PWMSC) in the transmission line has been investigated. The three-phase 
PWMSC is realized with a simple pulse width modulated (PWM) AC link converter 
consisting of four force-commutated switches and a three-phase diode bridge. The 
PWMSC is modeled as a continuously controllable series capacitive reactance in the 
transmission line of a power system. Nonlinear model of single machine infinite bus 
(SMIB) & multi-machine power system with PWMSC installed are derived and tested for 
various disturbances including three phase faults in the system. Proportional-integral (PI) 
and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers are incorporated to control the duty 
ratio of the switches of the PWMSC, thus controlling the equivalent injected line 
reactance. Effectiveness of different stabilizing input signals for these supplementary PI, 
PID controllers has been investigated. A genetic algorithm based optimization procedure 
has been employed to optimize the controller parameters. Different objective functions 
have been used in the optimization algorithm to examine their efficiency in enhancing 
power system stability. The effect of PWMSC placement in the multi-machine system in 
xix 
 
power system stability is also explored. The nonlinear system model is simulated in 
MATLAB and from a number of simulation studies on a single machine infinite bus 
power system and also the multi-machine system, it was observed that the proposed 
PWMSC controller provides excellent damping of electromechanical mode oscillations.  
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تضمٌن تحسٌن استقرارٌة تظام القدرة الكهربائً باستخدام المعوضات المتوالٌة المبنٌة على  : عنوان الرسالة
 عرض النبضة
 
 الهندسة الكهربائٌة : التخصص
 
  2014 -ماٌو:  تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
 
 ٬وقتنا الحالىوفعال. حتى  ٌعتمد علٌهالحفاظ على الاستقرار واحدا من أهم الشروط لتشغٌل نظام طاقة ٌعتبر شرط 
 قدمت العدٌد من الأسالٌب  لتعزٌز الاستقرار فً نظام الطاقة.
الجدٌدة  STCAFهذا البحث ٌقدم دراسة وتحلٌل للأداء فً تعزٌز استقرار نظام الطاقة عن طرٌق استخدام جهاز 
) فً خط النقل. تم الحصول على متحكم PWMSCنسبٌا والمسمى بمعادل متسلسلة التضمٌن بعرض النبضة (
على متحكم بسٌط بعرض عن طرٌق محول تٌار متردد الذي ٌعتمد  PWMSCبعرض النبضة ثلاثً الأطوار 
الكهربائٌة توحٌد  وقنطرة توحٌد تٌار ثلاثى  كون من أربعة مفاتٌح), ومحول التٌار المتردد ٌMSCالنبضة (
فً خط النقل من نظام الطاقة بمفاعلة سعوٌة ذات التحكم  PWMSCتم تمثٌل جهاز  ٬الأطوار. فً هذا العمل
) وكذلك لنظام SMMWخطٌة لالة واحدة مربوطة مع ناقل لانهائى ( واختبار نماذج غٌر نمذجةالمتصل المتسلسل. تم 
لمختلف الاضطرابات والتً منها تٌارات القصر ثلاثٌة  PWMSCالطاقة المتكون من الآت متعددة مثبتة مع جهاز 
م فً للتحك)DIP( متحكم التناسبً التكاملً التفاضلً الو  )IP(الأطوار. تم استخدام المتحكم النسبً والتكاملً 
٬ وبالتالً التحكم بقٌمة المحاثة المكافئة المربوطة فً  PWMSCفترات العمل للمفاتٌح الكهربائٌة المستخدمة فً 
فً استقرارٌة النظام الكهربائً.  DIP و  IPتم فحص مدى فعالٌة نوع الاشارة الداخلة للمتحكمات مثل نظام النقل.
المثلى للمتحكمات. تم استخدام مجموعة متعددة من الدالات الموضوعٌة تم استخدام الخوارزمٌة الجٌنٌة لإٌجاد القٌم 
فً خوارزمٌة الجٌنات لفحص مدى فعالٌتها فً استقرارٌة نظام القدرة الكهربائً. تم أٌضا استكشاف مدى تأثٌر 
. تم عند تركٌبها فً اماكن مختلفة من أنظمة متعددة الالات على استقرارٌة نظام القدرة الكهربائً CSMWP
 ixx
 
تحلٌل الأنظمة غٌر الخطٌة باستخدام الماتلاب حٌث أظهرت الدراسات التحلٌلٌة لنظام أحادي الآلة ومتعدد الآلة على 
 .فً اخماد التذبذبات الكهرومكانٌكٌة  CSMWPفعالٌة 
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Power System Stability 
Stability is one of the very important aspects of reliable and efficient operation of power 
systems. In early days, power systems were isolated from each other. In order to increase 
the reliability & efficiency of the power system and also to make it more economic, 
isolated power systems began to interconnect. Eventually the power system has become a 
complex network of large generating units, transmission & distribution lines and loads. 
Though this interconnection has enhanced the reliability of power system, it has also 
complicated the stability problem and made the system more vulnerable to disturbance. 
When large power systems are interconnected with long transmission lines, the power 
system may experience low frequency oscillations. If these oscillations are not adequately 
damped it may sustain, grow and even lead to separation of the systems [1],[2]. 
Moreover, in an interconnected system the disturbances may propagate through the 
interconnections to the whole system depending on the scale of the disturbance. 
Following a large disturbance like three phase line faults, major line or load switching, 
the system may go unstable or it may also lead to widespread blackout if proper damping 
is not provided [3],[4]. So, a good power system should be able to regain its normal 
operating condition or at least to an acceptable operating equilibrium following a 
disturbance.  A reliable power system should supply uninterrupted power to its load. And 
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this capability of power system to remain in synchronism following a disturbance is 
termed stability [5].  
Many methods have been employed to damp the oscillations which lead to system 
instability. The most commonly used method is supplementary excitation system which is 
also referred to as power system stabilizer (PSS). PSS is both efficient and economic. But 
it causes great variations in the voltage profile which may be followed by leading power 
factor operation and loss of system stability under severe disturbances [6]. Supplementary 
governor control system is also studied by researchers and yielded very attractive results 
but is not practiced due to physical limitations of large valves switching [7]. Braking 
resistors are also used to damp the first swing by absorbing the unbalanced real power 
which accelerates the synchronous machine [8],[9]. [10] presents a fuzzy logic switching 
of the thyristor controlled braking resistor to augment the transient stability in a multi-
machine power system and [11] analyzes the effect of the temperature rise of the fuzzy 
logic-controlled braking resistor on the transient stability in a multi-machine power 
system. Generator tripping and load shedding are also considered as a method to avoid 
system instability when all other measures fail [12],[13]. Another method to damp out 
oscillations is control of reactance of the transmission lines. Mainly by injecting series, 
shunt capacitances to the lines or by using phase shifters [14],[15]. This injection of 
reactance not only damps the electromechanical oscillations but also increases the 
transmission line loading capacity by increasing the steady state stability limit and 
controlling the steady state power flow. In the present days many of the transmission 
lines carry currents much below their thermal limits because of stability limit of that line.  
Building new transmission lines has become more & more difficult because of high costs, 
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environmental restrictions, right of way difficulties and other social problems. It is a 
concern for the utilities to use their power system resources at their full capability. But as 
these are based on mechanical switching‎they‎can’t‎give‎adequate‎fast‎response‎needed‎to‎
damp out oscillations following a major disturbance. With the advancement of power 
electronics in‎ late‎1980’s Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has introduced new 
power electronics based controllers commonly called flexible AC transmission systems 
(FACTS) devices that have very fast switching capability. These are widely used in 
modern power system to mitigate the oscillations fast and effectively[16].  
1.2  FACTS Devices 
Flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) devices regulate the power flow and 
transmission voltage through rapid control action. FACTS devices have opened a new 
horizon for controlling transmission line parameters such as series impedance, shunt 
impedance, current, voltage, and phase angle fast enough to maintain the system stability 
in steady state, transient conditions or even in contingency where the previously used 
mechanically controlled systems failed. FACTS devices have increased the line loading 
without compromising reliability. Although the primary objectives of FACTS are to 
increase the usable transmission line capacity near their thermal limits by controlling 
power flow over designed routes, it can also be used to mitigate the oscillations in the 
system following small disturbances from load changes or even large disturbances 
occurring from three phase faults or sudden transmission line outage and thus enhancing 
both power system steady state and transient stability. 
Generally, FACTS controllers are divided into four categories: 
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•‎Series‎controllers which inject voltage in series with the line. 
•‎Shunt‎controllers which inject current into the system at the point of connection. 
•‎Combined‎ series-series controllers which are a combination of separate series 
controllers.  
•‎ Combined series-shunt controllers which are a combination of separate shunt 
and series controllers 
Based on the power electronics technology used FACTS devices are also divided into 
two generations. First generation FACTS devices used thyristor or SCR based converters 
which‎don’t‎ have‎ gate‎ turn‎ off‎ capability, or turning off of these converters cannot be 
controlled. They are also called line commutated converters. Examples of these FACTS 
devices are SVC, TCSC, and TCPS etc. Second generation FACTS devices are those who 
uses gate turn off (GTO) based voltage sourced converters which can control both on and 
off of these converters. These converters are also called forced commutated converters. 
Examples of these second generation FACTS devices are STATCOM, SSSC and UPFC 
etc. These voltage source converters require dc links and dc capacitors for their operation 
[17]. 
1.3 Pulse Width Modulated Series Compensator 
Classical methods of adding fixed series capacitors or phase shifting transformers in the 
transmission lines through mechanical switchgears have been used for many years in 
transmission lines for compensating the series line reactance thus increasing power 
transfer capability and enhancing the transient stability. But due to the slow response of 
the mechanical switchgears, they were eventually replaced by power electronics based 
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FACTS controllers. At the beginning of the voyage of FACTS devices in power system 
applications the thyristor controlled series compensators (TCSC) gained huge popularity 
& applications in the power system. These first generation series compensators, TCSCs, 
used power electronic based line commutated thyristors which have very fast switching 
capability & high voltage, current ratings [18]. As TCSCs are based on line commutated 
thyristors, they cannot be operated at high frequencies. Thus producing low order 
harmonics and requiring large filters. Another disadvantage of TCSC is it has a resonance 
region‎ where‎ it‎ can’t‎ vary‎ the‎ equivalent‎ reactance [19]. Many improvements of this 
TCSC scheme are reported in the literature. Continuous regulation of series compensation 
is reported in [20] by using force commutated gate turn-off (GTO) based thyristors. But 
the problem of low order harmonics was not solved until the replacement of the 
controllers of these line commutated thyristors by pulse width modulation (PWM) based 
AC controllers which can switch at much higher frequencies than line frequency. 
The utilization of PWM AC controllers was made possible when the force commutated 
(GTO) based thyristors came into picture. It was the second generation of FACTS 
devices; SSSC (series compensators), STATCOM (shunt compensators), UPFC (series-
shunt controllers) emerged into the scenario. These employ voltage sourced converters 
(VSC) which uses PWM AC controls. These VSCs have overcome the drawbacks of first 
generation series compensators (TCSCs) but their power structure and control scheme are 
complicated. Moreover, as they have DC-AC converters, generally 30 to 50 % of the 
entire converter size and volume is occupied by these DC-link capacitors of the 
converters [21]. And also these DC capacitors cannot withstand high temperature like AC 
capacitors.  
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In order to bridge the gap between the first generation FACTS devices, TCSC and second 
generation FACTS devices like SSSC, researchers presented a PWM based AC link 
converter which employs pulse width modulation technique like SSSC. The PWMSC 
uses self-commutated GTOs to switch at a very high frequency, thus eliminating the need 
of large filters for filtering low order harmonics which is needed in TCSCs. And 
PWMSC‎can‎ also‎ vary‎ the‎ effective‎ injected‎ reactance‎ continuously,‎ doesn’t‎ have‎ any‎
restricted region like TCSCs [22]. At the same time, PWMSC employs AC link 
converters like TCSCs.‎PWMSC‎doesn’t‎employ any voltage sourced converters (VSC) 
which make its circuit structure & control scheme both simpler like TCSCs. The 
PWMSC is compared with SSSC based on detailed switching models in [23]. It was 
observed that twice the capacitive energy storage and about 66% additional 
semiconductor MVA rating is required by DC link converters than AC link converters. 
PWMSC is also reported to be cheaper than SSSC based on estimated components cost of 
these two compensators. The vulnerability of SSSCs in high temperature applications 
compared to PWMSCs because of using DC capacitors has also been presented. 
In [24], [25] authors have proposed a PWM structure for AC line conditioning which is 
also used as PWM based series compensator. The structure uses fewer switch 
components compared to others which made its gating signals less stringent and more 
reliable. The three phase PWMSC has been realized in [24], [25] with four standard 
unilateral self-commutated switches together with six diodes. 
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1.4 Thesis Objective 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the performance of the PWMSC controllers 
in damping power system oscillations. This is broken down as:   
a) To develop a nonlinear model of a single machine infinite bus (SMIB) system 
installed with pulse width modulated series compensator (PWMSC). 
b) To design a PI controller to control the duty ratio of the PWMSC switches to 
obtain optimum damping. 
c) To optimize the PI or PID controller parameters using different optimization 
techniques. 
d) To test the SMIB system with PWMSC, incorporating PI controller for step 
disturbance of input power of the generator and three phase fault in the system.  
e) To develop a nonlinear model of a multi-machine system installed with PWMSC 
and a PID controller. 
f) To test the multi-machine system stability by subjecting it to various disturbances. 
g) To explore the effect of PWMSC locations in the multi-machine system in 
damping enhancements of the system oscillations. 
h) To explore different stabilizing signals keeping in view that generator speed is not 
available at all locations of the system. 
i) To develop methods to synthesize speed from the signals available at all location 
of the system. 
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1.5 Thesis Outline: 
The chapter wise summary of the work reported is as follows, 
Chapter 2 provides a detail picture of the evolution of the series compensator structures, 
their mathematical models and applications in power systems reported in the literature. 
This chapter also presents an extensive review of the pertinent literature related to the 
scope of this thesis. 
Chapter 3 introduces the PWMSC structure, model used in this thesis and its operating 
principles. Design of the PWMSC controllers and their optimization technique, real 
coded genetic algorithm (RCGA) is also presented in this chapter. In addition, the 
problem formulation for this RCGA is outlined in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 describes the nonlinear models of the single machine infinite bus power system 
as well as multi-machine power system equipped with PWMSC. Different PWMSC 
controller configurations are also modeled in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 presents the nonlinear simulation results of the SMIB model with PI and PID 
controllers. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to the results of multi-machine system model equipped with 
different PI and PID controller configurations. Effect of different fault and PWMSC 
locations in the multi-machine system in terms of damping oscillations are investigated in 
this chapter. 
Conclusions and future works are discussed in chapter 8. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 PWMSC structure & modeling  
Pulse width modulation technique is adopted in power system for a long time and for 
various applications.  It has opened a new horizon for the use of force commutated 
thyristors like GTOs, IGBTs, etc. Forced commutated ac-to-ac converter topology has 
been studied for more than 25 years [26], [27]. The idea of controlling the injected 
reactance in the line continuously was realized by force commutated thyristors where the 
thyristors are fired at zero voltage and switched-off at a variable time in the ac cycle. This 
type of compensator was proposed in [20] where it has used GTOs in a bidirectional 
configuration. The circuit they have proposed is the dual of thyristor controlled reactors. 
But still, these switches were gated at line frequency, so, creates low order harmonics and 
it has to be synchronized with line frequency. These problems were overcome by the 
introduction of PWM controlled switches or converters which can operate at very high 
frequencies. So, only high order harmonics are generated around line frequency and 
synchronization with line frequency is also not required.  
A PWM controlled series compensator was designed in [28] with a four force 
commutated thyristors per phase. It has used 12 switches for three-phase compensator. 
In [29], a PWM ac link converter is proposed using six bi-lateral switches or 12 standard 
switches.  
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A three-phase PWM ac controller, proposed in [30], used only six standard unilateral 
switches. Three of them conduct during the active mode to commutate the load and other 
three switches conduct during the freewheeling mode to free wheel the loads. It has also 
proposed three snubber capacitors to maintain current flow during the dead times when 
all the switches were off to avoid short circuiting of all switches. They have also verified 
their important theoretical results on a 10 kVA breadboard experimentally.  
An improved version of the structure in [30] is proposed in [24]. In [24], the authors have 
designed a PWM based ac line conditioner consisting of only four unilateral force 
commutated switches and a three phase diode bridge. 
A series compensator based on AC link converter utilizing pulse width modulation 
(PWM) is reported in [22]. They have designed the PWMSC controller using six 
unilateral‎force‎commutated‎switches,‎but‎they‎didn’t‎discuss‎about‎the‎‘dead‎times’‎for‎
avoiding conduction of all switches together in their literature. 
In [25], the authors have presented a series reactive power compensator utilizing pulse-
width modulation. They have designed their PWM AC controller with only four force-
commutated switches and a three-phase diode bridge [24]. Their PWMSC is the dual of 
the PWM switched shunt reactor presented in [31]. 
[32] presents a PWM-based series compensator (PWMSC) with AC link. Its PWM AC 
link converter structure is similar to [22].  
Direct AC-AC conversion using matrix converters or vector switching converters based 
on PWM strategy is also reported in the literature to control power flow in the 
transmission lines [33], [34], [35]. Vector switching converter based AC link UPFC is 
also proposed in [36], [37] .But these matrix converter topology control scheme is 
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complex, it needs large amount of switches, costly overvoltage protection and its 
commutation process is also questionable [34]. Research is going on to overcome these 
issues. 
PWM ac link converter topology used for making static phase shifters in order to control 
the power flow in transmission line is also reported in the literature [38], [39].  
Almost throughout the literature [21]- [24], [28]-[40], the injection of series reactance in 
the transmission line is controlled by varying of the duty cycle of the gating signal to all 
switches which is a single asynchronous train of pulses of fixed frequency. In [21],  [22], 
[28], [32], [37], [40] the PWM AC link converter is modeled as a variable reactance in 
series with the transmission line whose equivalent reactance depends on the leakage 
reactance of the coupling transformer, turns ratio of this transformer, the capacitance of 
the capacitor bank and most importantly duty ratio of the gating signal of PWM 
controlled switches. All of these papers have ended up with the same expression,  
       
 (    )
 
         
(‎2-1) 
Where, n is the turns ratio of the transformer and     is leakage reactance of the 
transformer, D is the duty cycle of the AC link converter is defined as the ratio of the on-
period of switch    with respect to the total switching period and    is the capacitive 
reactance of the capacitor bank. In these papers state-space averaging techniques [41] or 
average modeling technique is used in deriving the equivalent reactance expression. 
As the selection of the modeling technique depends on the purpose of the model, the 
required accuracy level and complexity level, in some papers the PWM AC link 
converter is also modeled focusing on voltage injection [24] & harmonic distortion [28]. 
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2.2 PWMSC controller design for damping of power system 
oscillation 
Use of PWM AC link converter for series compensation is addressed in many researches. 
But the performance of the design is evaluated on the basis of several features. Some 
salient features are injected voltage in the line [20], [22], injected reactance in the line 
[25], harmonics of waveforms [25], [28], reactive component requirements [30], ratings 
of power converters & complexity of control [33], etc. 
However, dynamic response of the PWMSC controllers in terms of improving voltage 
stability, small-signal and large-signal stability, damping of power system oscillations is 
also explored in [21], [23], [32], [37], [40]. 
In this work, the PWM based ac link converter is employed to test the performance of 
this controller in damping the oscillations following a small or large disturbance in the 
power system. Nonlinear model of system installed with PWMSC is derived and tested 
with step and pulse change of input power. 
2.3 PWMSC in multi-machine system 
A very limited work is available in the literature on damping control of power system 
oscillations in multi-machine system using PWM series compensators.  
In [21], the authors have included the PWM based series compensator into the Newton-
Raphson power flow formulation. They have used the 3-machine power system to test the 
PWMSC performance in regulating the power flow following a three phase fault. They 
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have adopted a simple proportional-integral (PI) control which controls the duty ratio for 
tracking the active power deviations. 
In [40], the authors have employed the PWMSC in a 3-machine power system to test its 
feasibility in mitigating the transient behavior. They have designed a lead-lag controller 
to‎compensate‎the‎switches’ duty cycle to regulate power flow. The system is tested with 
a three phase fault in the transmission line. 
[36] has included both the pulse width modulated (PWM) ac link unified power flow 
controller [35] and the PWMSC in a 10 machine system to regulate the active power flow 
on the corresponding transmission line for different operating conditions. 
In this work, the PWMSC controller has been tested for a multi-machine system. 
Nonlinear model of this multi-machine system is developed with PWMSC and PI 
controllers. Disturbances were simulated on various machines and for each disturbance 
the damping performance of the system was observed for different locations of the 
controller in the system. Simulation studies indicate that PWMSC controllers are 
promising candidate for stabilization of modern power system. 
2.4 Location of PWMSC for damping enhancement 
Optimal location for FACTS devices in the power system for damping enhancement has 
attracted a lot of researchers. Taking advantages of the FACTS devices depends largely 
on how these devices are placed in the power system, namely, on their location and size.  
Many different techniques are adopted to find out the optimal number & location of 
FACTS devices to enhance power system stability. Over the last decades, there has been 
a growing interest in algorithms inspired by observing natural phenomenon. It has been 
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shown that these algorithms are good alternatives as tools in solving complex 
computational problems. Various heuristic approaches have been adopted in research, 
including genetic algorithm, tabu search [42], simulated annealing [43], particle swarm 
optimization [44], etc. Cai et al. [45] used a genetic algorithm to determine the best 
location of a given set of FACTS devices in a deregulated electricity market. In [46] and 
[47], the optimal locations of FACTS devices are obtained for Var planning. Gerbex et 
al. [48] used a genetic algorithm to place different types of FACTS devices in a power 
system. In their study, the number of devices to install is assigned before optimization. In 
[49], a methodology is carried out using a genetic algorithm to find the optimal number 
and location of thyristor-controlled phase shifters in a power system. In [50], optimal 
allocation of SVCs has been carried out using modal analysis and genetic algorithms. 
Modal analysis is also used in [51] to find out the optimal location of SVCs. But the 
optimal location search specifically for PWM based AC link converters for series 
compensation is not found in the literature. In this work, the PWMSC is placed in 
different locations in multi-machine system and nonlinear simulation of the system is 
carried out in order to explore the effect of locations in damping performance of the 
PWMSCs.     
2.5 Selection of best stabilizing input signals for PWMSC controllers 
Selecting the proper stabilizing input signals plays an important role in the damping 
performance of the FACTS devices. A comprehensive review is done in [50] showing 
how other researches answer the question of which locations and feedback signals could 
result in the power system stabilizers (PSSs) and the FACTS devices having the 
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maximum effect on the system damping. A detailed study on the use of an SVC for 
damping system oscillation is carried out in [52]. Having considered several factors 
including observability and controllability, it was concluded that the most suitable 
supplementary input signal for an SVC for damping improvement is the locally measured 
transmission line-current magnitude. This signal is also used in the study system carried 
out in [53] and [54]. Other studies, however, select locally measured active power 
[55],[56] or generator angular speed [57],[58] as a supplementary input signal. Static 
interaction measures derived from decentralized control theory such as the relative gain 
array (RGA) and controllability and observability have been applied in determining both 
the best location and the best input signals for multiple FACTS [59]. Several papers also 
deal with the combined application of controllability and observability using the singular 
value analysis [60], [61]. The proposed method by the authors in [62] used the minimum 
singular values (MSV), the right-half plane zeros (RHP-zeros), the relative gain array 
(RGA), and the Hankel singular values (HSV) as indicators to find stabilizing signals in 
single-input single-output (SISO) and multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems. The 
work presented in [63] is a modified method of [62] to select the supplementary input 
signal for STATCOM. In this work, generator angular speed, generator active power 
output and locally measured active power has been analyzed as stabilizing input signals. 
The PWMSC controllers are optimized with genetic algorithm and the damping 
performance of the PWMSC controller is examined for each stabilizing input signal.   
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3 CHAPTER 3 
PULSE WIDTH MODULATED SERIES COMPENSATOR 
3.1 PWMSC structure 
 
Figure ‎3-1: PWMSC inserted in series with the transmission line 
 
A typical power circuit structure of the PWMSC is shown in Figure ‎3-1 [24]. The per-
phase representation of this structure is shown in Figure ‎3-2 where the inserted series 
capacitor    is shown to be in series with switch   . The capacitor is connected to the 
transmission line through a coupling transformer. Another switch    is connected in 
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parallel to the capacitor & switch    to bypass the capacitor. The switches    &    closes, 
in compliment, to inject and bypass the capacitor into the transmission line respectively. 
 
Figure ‎3-2: Single-phase equivalent model of the PWMSC 
In the three-phase configuration of Figure ‎3-1, unilateral force-commutated 
switches   ,    &   , with anti-parallel diodes, are gated simultaneously to inject the 
capacitor bank in the transmission line through the three coupling transformers. The 
capacitor bank is consisting of capacitors          connected in Y. The secondary of 
these transformers are connected in delta Δ‎which‎ helps‎ to‎trap‎the‎ triple-N harmonics. 
For bypassing the capacitor bank only one unilateral force-commutated switch,    with 
three phase diode-bridge is sufficient. While the switch    is gated complimentarily to the 
capacitor side switches   ,    &   . Now, depending on the duty ratio of the main 
switches   ,    &    the equivalent reactance will be injected in the transmission line and 
the variation of this duty ratio or the equivalent reactance, seen from the primary side of 
the transformer, is done by a pulse width modulated ac controller. This PWM ac 
controller provides same gating signal to switches   ,    &    and a complimentary 
signal with small dead time to switch   . This gating signal has a series of pulses whose 
duty ratio is varied and its frequency is kept fixed. A fault protection scheme could be 
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used for protection of the compensator from short-circuit faults occurred in the 
transmission line [27]. 
3.2 Operating Principles: 
There are two modes of operations of this PWMSC controller. Active mode and bypass 
mode. These are explained below: 
Active mode: During this mode, the main three switches   ,    &    are on and switch    
is off. The capacitor bank is active in the circuit during this mode. Currents from the 
secondary of the transformer flow through one or two switches, the capacitor bank and 
then return through one or two anti-parallel diodes. If we take a particular case for 
example, currents     &    flow from the transformer secondary through switches    &    
respectively to the capacitor bank & then the returning current    flows through anti-
parallel diode  . Figure ‎3-3 shows the equivalent circuit representation for this mode. 
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Figure ‎3-3: Active mode equivalent circuit representation 
Bypass mode: during this mode all four switches   ,   ,   are off and switch    is on. 
The capacitors are bypassed and the coupling transformer secondaries are short-circuited.  
Currents from the secondary of the transformer flow through one or two top diodes of the 
three phase diode bridge, switch    and return through one or two bottom diodes of the 
three phase diode bridge. For the particular case stated above, currents     and    flow 
from the transformer secondary through diode      of the three phase diode bridge, the 
switch     and the returning current    flows through diode   of the three phase diode 
bridge. Figure ‎3-4 shows the equivalent circuit representation for this mode. 
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Figure ‎3-4: Bypass mode equivalent circuit representation 
3.3 PWMSC model 
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Figure ‎3-5: PWMSC in the transmission line 
 
In this work PWMSC is modeled as a continuously controllable series capacitive 
reactance in the transmission line as shown in Figure ‎3-5. The equivalent reactance seen 
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from the primary side of the coupling transformer or the equivalent injected series 
reactance can be derived using state space averaging technique as  
       
 (    )
 
         
(‎3-1) 
Here, n is the turns ratio of the transformer and     is leakage reactance of the 
transformer,    is the duty cycle of the AC link converter is defined as the ratio of the 
on-period of switch    with respect to the total switching period and    is the capacitive 
reactance of the capacitor bank. This expression was verified in [25] in a laboratory 
prototype experimental setup. 
 
Figure ‎3-6: Variation of the net injected reactance of the series compensator with the duty ratio 
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For a typical PWM series compensator with          𝑝𝑢        𝑝𝑢     , the 
variation of the equivalent injected reactance     of the series compensator with the duty 
ratio    is shown in Figure ‎3-6 From (‎3-1) and Figure ‎3-6 it is seen that the equivalent 
injected reactance of the compensator can be varied continuously between two extreme 
values: the leakage reactance (inductive) of the coupling transformer     and   almost the 
rated capacitive reactance of the compensator   . One limitation of this PWMSC is that it 
cannot inject substantial amount of inductive reactance in the transmission line but only 
the leakage reactance of the coupling transformer. But in simulations of a power system it 
is observed that, both inductive and capacitive compensation is needed during 
contingency.  
So, in order to have both upwards & downwards swing of the equivalent injected 
reactance, the‎ PWMSC‎ switches’‎ duty‎ ratio,‎    is kept at 0.5 (      ). Thus, the 
PWMSC can contribute to both inductive and capacitive reactance injection by 
decreasing & increasing the duty ratio      respectively.  
3.4 PWMSC controllers 
In order to control the equivalent injected series reactance      of the PWMSC, or to 
control the degree of compensation of the PWMSC we have to control the duty ratio,  . 
The duty ratio is controlled by a conventional PID controller as shown in Figure ‎3-7. 
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Figure ‎3-7: PID Controller 
The stabilizing input signal to the PID controller were considered to be generator speed 
deviation,   , generator output power, Pe, active power flow of the transmission line as 
the stabilizing input signal. The control signal,     is obtained as 
                (‎3-2) 
where, 
     𝑘  (  )    (‎3-3) 
   ̇   𝑘  (  ) (‎3-4) 
     𝑘  (  )̇  (‎3-5) 
The PID controller parameters, 𝑘   𝑘  & 𝑘  have to be properly designed to 
get the best out of PWMSC. 
Since it is difficult to model the derivative controller it is approximated as  𝑘 
(   )
(   )
. The 
location of the pole should be very far in the left plane for proper representation. 
The output of the derivative block now is, 
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     𝑘  (  ̇     ) (‎3-6) 
where,    is an intermediate state. The state equation is,   
   ̇      𝑝   (‎3-7) 
 
3.5 PWMSC controller parameters optimization 
Optimum values of PID gains were obtained through a genetic algorithm (GA). The steps 
in deriving the control are presented in the following. 
3.5.1 Objective function 
The objective of the PWMSC controller is selected so as to minimize the 
electromechanical mode oscillation. The following objective functions are proposed for 
measuring the performance of the PWMSC controller. 
    ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
  (‎3-8) 
    ∫ |  |𝑑𝑡
    
 
   (‎3-9) 
    ∫ 𝑡|  |𝑑𝑡
    
 
  (‎3-10) 
where,    is the speed deviation of the generator. 
Time-domain simulation of the nonlinear model of power system incorporating all 
saturation limits of control signals is carried out for the simulation period to calculate the 
objective function. It is aimed to minimize the objective functions in order to improve the 
system response in terms of the settling time and overshoots. 
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3.5.2 Optimization problem 
For minimizing  , the following constraints are considered, 
         (‎3-11) 
 𝑘     𝑘  𝑘      (‎3-12) 
 𝑘     𝑘  𝑘      (‎3-13) 
 𝑘     𝑘  𝑘      (‎3-14) 
 𝑝    𝑝  𝑝     (‎3-15) 
              (‎3-16) 
Here,    is the on-period duty ratio of the PWMSC switches, which is by definition 
limited in between 0 to 1.  𝑘  𝑘  𝑘  𝑝   are PID controller parameters which are 
bounded to their corresponding minimum and maximum values. 
Real-coded genetic algorithm (RCGA) is employed to solve this optimization problem 
and search for optimal set of the controller parameters. 
3.5.3 Real-coded genetic algorithm 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are general purpose search algorithms which use principles 
inspired by natural genetic populations to evolve solutions to problems. The basic idea is 
to maintain a population of chromosomes which represent candidate solutions to the 
concrete problem that evolves over time through a process of competition and controlled 
variation. Each chromosome in the population has an associated fitness to determine 
which chromosomes are used to form new ones in the competition process which is 
called selection. The new ones are created using genetic operators such as crossover and 
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mutation which are described below. GAs have had a great measure of success in search 
and optimization problems. 
3.5.3.1 Crossover 
A blend crossover operator (BLX-α) has been employed in this study. This operator starts by 
choosing randomly a number from the interval      (     )     (     )  , where    and 
   are the ith parameter values of the parent solutions and         . To ensure the balance 
between exploitation and exploration of the search space, α‎= 0.5 was selected. This operator is 
depicted in Figure ‎3-8. 
 
Figure ‎3-8: Blend crossover operator (BLX-α) 
 
3.5.3.2 Mutation 
The random mutation operator has been employed in this study. In this operator, the new value 
  
  is a random (uniform) number from the domain         . 
RCGA has been applied to search for optimal settings of the optimized parameters of the 
proposed controller. In our implementation, the crossover and mutation probabilities of 0.8 and 
0.01 respectively are found to be quite satisfactory. The number of individuals in each generation 
is selected to be 100. In addition, the search will terminate if the best solution does not change for 
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more than 40 generations or the number of generations reaches 50. The computational flow chart 
of the proposed design approach is shown in Figure ‎3-9. 
initialization
Objective function evaluation
(Nonlinear time domain simulation)
selection
crossover
mutation
Converged ? stop
Gen < Max Gen ?
yes
yes
No
No
Gen = Gen+1
 
Figure ‎3-9: Flow chart of proposed Genetic Algorithm 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
POWER SYSTEM DYNAMIC MODELS WITH PWMSC 
Non-linear dynamic models of power systems installed with PWMSC are presented here. 
In this study, two cases are considered.  
1. A single machine infinite bus power system. 
2. A multi-machine power system 
4.1 Single machine infinite bus power system model 
The configuration of the single machine infinite bus (SMIB) power system is illustrated 
in Figure ‎4-1. The generator supplies power to the grid over a transmission line which is 
equipped with the PWMSC. 
Z
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Figure ‎4-1: Single machine infinite bus system with PWMSC 
The dynamic model of the synchronous generator is represented by the fourth-order 
model including excitation control system. Electromechanical swing equations of the 
generator are given by:   
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   ̇      (   ) (‎4-1) 
  ̇    
 
 
(       (   ))   (‎4-2) 
The internal voltage (  
 ) equation is   
    ̇    
 
   
 (      
   (     ́)𝑖 )  (‎4-3) 
The IEEE type ST1 is used for the voltage regulator excitation. The block diagram of the 
excitation system is shown in Figure ‎4-2. 
 
Figure ‎4-2: Block diagram of IEEE type ST1 excitation system 
The excitation system equation is 
    ̇    
 
  
(  (𝑉    𝑉  𝑢 )     )  (‎4-4) 
Here,   is the rotor angle of the generator,    is the synchronous speed;    is the rotor 
speed,   
  is the internal voltage of the machine, M is the machine inertia & D is the 
damping coefficient,    and    are the input and output powers of the generator, 
respectively,    
  is open circuit field time constant of generator,     is the field voltage, 
   and    are the direct-axis and quadrature-axis reactance,   ́  is the direct-axis transient 
reactance, 𝑖 ,𝑖 and 𝑣 ,𝑣  are d- and q-axis components of the armature current, i and 
terminal voltage, 𝑣 ,    and    are the gain and time constant of the  excitation system. 
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The set of equations (‎4-1), (‎4-2), (‎4-3) and (‎4-4) form the non-linear model of SMIB 
system with PWMSC, where the effect of PWMSC in the transmission line is considered 
by the equivalent reactance     injected by the PWMSC in the transmission line as given 
in the following equation, 
      
 (    )
 
        
This equivalent injected reactance     can be controlled by controlling duty ratio,   . In 
order to control    both PI and PID controllers have been incorporated. Generator speed 
deviation,    have been used as stabilizing input signal for the SMIB system. The PID 
controller configuration in SMIB is shown in Figure ‎4-3. 
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Figure ‎4-3: SMIB with PID controller 
The PID controller controls    according to, 
                (‎4-5) 
Where,     𝑘  (  )   (‎4-6) 
   ̇   𝑘  (  )  (‎4-7) 
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     𝑘  (  )̇  (‎4-8) 
Here,   ̇ is obtained from Equation (‎4-2). 
PI controller has been implemented with the same configuration but only substituting 
𝑘    and thus,      in equation (‎4-12). 
This non-linear model of SMIB system can be written as  
   ̇    𝑓(  𝑖  𝑖     𝑉 )  (‎4-9) 
where, x is the vector of state variables, [      
      ] and  𝑖  𝑖     𝑉   are non-state 
variables which are calculated from the following, 
  
𝑖  
            (      ) (  
         )
   
      (     )  (       
 )
  
(‎4-10) 
and 
𝑖  
     
              (      )       
   
      (     )  (       
 )
  
(‎4-11) 
Where,                (‎4-12) 
       ́          (‎4-13) 
   𝑟  𝑗    (‎4-14) 
    𝑉  are calculated from the following equations 
 
𝑉  √(𝑉 
  𝑉  )  
(‎4-15) 
    𝑣 𝑖  𝑣 𝑖  (‎4-16) 
Where, 𝑣    𝑖   (‎4-17) 
 𝑣    
    ́𝑖   (‎4-18) 
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4.2 Multi-machine power system model with PWMSC 
 
Figure ‎4-4: Reduced multi-machine system configuration 
The model of a multi-machine power system containing the dynamics of synchronous 
generator, its excitation system, the loads etc., is presented in the following. It is assumed 
that each generator is connected to the network through its transmission network.  
The assumptions made to simplify the mathematical model which describes the non-
linear dominant dynamic behavior of a multi-machine power system are, 
1. Transient saliency of the generator is neglected (i.e.   ́    ́ ). 
2. Governor and turbine dynamics are neglected. This results in constant input 
mechanical power. 
3. The network is in quasi-static state (no transmission line dynamics included). 
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4. The loads are represented by constant impedance loads. The load buses are 
eliminated and the network voltage current relationship between the terminal 
buses of generators is expressed through a reduced bus admittance matrix (  ). 
The multi-machine power system configuration with the loads eliminated is shown in 
Figure ‎4-4. The non-linear dynamics for the i-th machine of the n-machine power system 
of Figure ‎4-4 can be written similar to SMIB model equations as, 
    ̇          (‎4-19) 
   ̇    
 
  
(            )   
(‎4-20) 
   
 
 
̇    
 
   
 
 
(       
 
 
  (       ́ )𝑖  )  
(‎4-21) 
 
  
 
 
̇   
 
   
 
 
(   
 
 
 (       ́ ) 𝑖  ) 
(‎4-22) 
     
̇    
 
   
(   (𝑣     𝑣   𝑢  
)      
)  (‎4-23) 
The symbols in (‎4-19) to (‎4-23) are exactly the same as in case of single machine system. 
The variations in d-q internal voltage dynamics have been included in this analysis in line 
with Anderson’s‎work‎[64]. 
This non-linear model for the i-th machine can be expressed in the form, 
    ̇    𝑓(    𝑖    𝑖        𝑣  ) (‎4-24) 
where,    is the state vector for the i-th machine, [         
 
 
   
 
 
      ] 
The non-linear model of the multi-machine system contains generator currents which are 
non-state variables. These non-state variables are eliminated by including the voltage-
current relationship of the network. 
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From Figure ‎4-4,  
       𝑉   (‎4-25) 
Here,    is the vector of injected currents to the network                 
  ; 𝑉  is the 
vector of network bus voltages  𝑉   𝑉       𝑉   
   and    is the reduced bus 
admittance matrix. 
The currents and voltages in (‎4-25) are complex quantities and when broken up into real 
and imaginary parts, they will be along the natural common frame of reference, called the 
D-Q coordinates. The state equations in (‎4-19) to (‎4-23) for each generator are along their 
individual 𝑑 -𝑞   frames of references. In order to combine the network equations (‎4-25) 
with the machine equation a transformation of variables is needed. The following two 
transformations are reported in the literature [64], 
a) Transforming generator quantities to common reference frame. 
b) Transforming network equations to individual generator reference frames. 
In this thesis the second transformation is used; the advantage is that the generator 
quantities remain unchanged thus making control design somewhat simpler. 
Consider the phasor diagram shown in Figure ‎4-5. Here, D – Q is the common network 
reference frame and 𝑑 -𝑞  is the reference frames of individual machines. 
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D
Q
q
d  
Figure ‎4-5: Phasor relationship between two frames of references 
Let    (the rotor angle for i-th synchronous machine) be the angle between D and 𝑞  . It 
can be shown from Figure ‎4-5 that,  
 𝑉   𝑉  𝑠𝑖    𝑉  𝑐 𝑠     (‎4-26) 
 𝑉    𝑉  𝑐 𝑠   𝑉  𝑠𝑖     (‎4-27) 
or, 
 𝑉   𝑗𝑉   𝑉  𝑠𝑖    𝑉  𝑐 𝑠   𝑗( 𝑉  𝑐 𝑠   𝑉  𝑠𝑖   ) (‎4-28) 
 𝑉      𝑒
 (    
 
 
)𝑉        
(‎4-29) 
 
Here, 𝑉      is the terminal voltage on common reference frame D – Q and 𝑉       is the 
terminal voltage in d – q frame of machine i. 
Equation (‎4-29) can be written as, 
 𝑉        𝑉         (‎4-30) 
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Or  𝑉         
  𝑉       (‎4-31) 
Where,    is known as the transformation matrix and 𝑉     , 𝑉       are the terminal 
voltage matrices along the two reference frames. These matrices are shown below. 
𝑉       
[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑉   𝑗𝑉  
𝑉   𝑗𝑉  
 
 
 
𝑉   𝑗𝑉  ]
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𝑉   𝑗𝑉  
𝑉   𝑗𝑉  
 
 
 
𝑉   𝑗𝑉  ]
 
 
 
 
 
 ,       
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 𝑒
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)                                                 
𝑒 (    
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)    𝑒 (    
 
 
)
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)𝑒 (    
 
 
)𝑒 (    
 
 
)𝑒 (    
 
 
)]
 
 
 
 
 
 
Similarly the currents on the network frame can be written as 
                  (‎4-32) 
    and 𝑉   in (‎4-25) are in network frame (D–Q) which can be transformed to (d–q) frame 
using (‎4-30) and (‎4-32) as, 
              𝑉        (‎4-33) 
Pre – multiplying by   
   yields, 
        (  
      )𝑉       (‎4-34) 
Or,          𝑉       (‎4-35) 
Where,     (  
       )      𝑗   (‎4-36) 
Here,      is the reduced admittance matrix transferred to generator coordinates. For 
convenience the subscript d–q in (‎4-35) is dropped from now onwards and is to be 
assumed that all the variables are referred to generator side unless mentioned otherwise. 
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Referring to Figure ‎4-6, it can be seen that the multi-machine case is similar to SMIB 
case except that the currents and voltages are all vectors and all the reactance are 
expressed as diagonal matrices. 
 
Figure ‎4-6: Configuration of the i-th generator in n–machine system 
The non-state variables in (‎4-24) are eliminated by breaking (‎4-35) in d–q components as, 
    𝑗   (   𝑗  )(𝑉  𝑗𝑉 )  (‎4-37) 
Now, 𝑉  𝑒 
       (‎4-38) 
 𝑉  𝑒 
         (‎4-39) 
Here,   
    
     (transient saliency neglected) 
Substituting (‎4-38), (‎4-39) into (‎4-37) and solving for       we get, 
      
    
  {(       )𝑒 
   (       )𝑒 
 }  (‎4-40) 
and      
  [  𝑒 
    𝑒 
     
   ]  (‎4-41) 
Where,         
  (‎4-42) 
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   (‎4-43) 
        
       
   (‎4-44) 
Now, 
𝑉  √(𝑉 
  𝑉  )  
(‎4-45) 
Where, 𝑉  & 𝑉  can be found from (‎4-38) & (‎4-39) respectively after obtaining        
from (‎4-40), (‎4-41). And    can be calculated from the following equation. 
    𝑉    𝑉     (‎4-46) 
The effect of PWMSC in the transmission line is considered by the equivalent 
reactance     as given in equation (‎3-1), 
      
 (    )
 
        
This equivalent reactance      is seen from the primary side of the coupling transformer 
injected by the PWMSC. So, this      is added to the transmission line reactance where 
the PWMSC is connected. If the PWMSC is connected in the transmission line between 
bus i & bus j, then 
So,              (‎4-47) 
Then, the reduced bus admittance matrix (  ) is formed for this multi-machine system 
eliminating the load buses retaining only the generator buses. This    is then transferred 
to generator coordinates admittance matrix (  ) through (‎4-36) . 
This new    will affect the calculations of non-state variables,  𝑖    𝑖        𝑣   in 
equations (‎4-40), (‎4-41), (‎4-46) & (‎4-45) respectively and the nonlinear model of this 
multi-machine system as well. 
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4.2.1 PWMSC installed Multi-machine power system with PID controller 
A PID controller has been employed to control the degree of compensation of the 
PWMSC controller. Three different stabilizing input signals have been used for the PID 
controller in the multi-machine case in order to evaluate the efficiency of these signals as 
tracking signals. Moreover, as generator speed is not available at all locations of the 
system performance of other signals have been investigated.                        
4.2.1.1 Speed deviation     as input to PID controller 
The speed deviation of generator-i of the multi-machine system was taken as the 
stabilizing input signal to the PID controller of PWMSC. 
PID controller dynamics can be written as 
                 (‎4-48) 
where,     𝑘  (   ) (‎4-49) 
   ̇   𝑘  (   ) (‎4-50) 
     𝑘  (   )̇   (‎4-51) 
Here, 𝑘   𝑘  & 𝑘  are the PID controller parameters and the expression of    ̇  is 
obtained from (‎4-20). 
PI controller was also employed by making     𝑘    and simplifying PID controller 
dynamics to, 
    ̇   𝑘     ̇   𝑘  (   )  (‎4-52) 
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4.2.1.2 Active power output deviation,     as input to PID controller 
The performance of active power output deviation,      as a stabilizing input to PID 
controller is also explored. The active power output deviation of generator-i is tracked to 
regulate the duty ratio,   of the PWMSC.  
Here,    is regulated according to, 
                 (‎4-53) 
Where,     𝑘  (    ) (‎4-54) 
   ̇   𝑘  (    ) (‎4-55) 
     𝑘 
(   )
(   )
 (    )
̇   (‎4-56) 
Here, 𝑘  is replaced by 𝑘 
(   )
(   )
 in order to avoid the differentiation of the active power 
output deviation,      which is not readily available. 
So, Equation (‎4-56) can be decomposed into  
     𝑘  (  ̇     ) (‎4-57) 
Where,    is an intermediate state variable and  
   ̇        𝑝   (‎4-58) 
Here,‎we‎don’t‎need‎to‎determine‎the‎expression‎of     
̇ . 
            
     (‎4-59) 
     𝑣  𝑖    𝑣  𝑖    (‎4-60) 
      
 is considered as      at steady state. 
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The governing equation of the PI controller is obtained from (‎4-53) by putting       
4.2.1.3 Change in transmission line active power flow      as stabilizing input 
signal to PID controller 
Change in active power flow of transmission line is also used as stabilizing input signal 
to PID controller. If the PWMSC is connected in the transmission line between bus-i & 
bus-j, change in active power flow from bus-i to bus-j was taken as the stabilizing input 
signal to the PID controller of PWMSC. Where, active power flow from bus-i to bus-j at 
steady state is taken as reference. 
     𝑟𝑒 𝑙 {(𝑣  𝑣 )   𝑐  𝑗 ((𝑣  𝑣 )    )}  
(‎4-61) 
                  
(‎4-62) 
       is     at steady state. 
The PID controller equations can be written as,  
                 (‎4-63) 
Where,     𝑘  (    ) (‎4-64) 
   ̇   𝑘  (    )  (‎4-65) 
     𝑘 
(   )
(   )
 (    )̇   (‎4-66) 
Equation (‎4-66) can be decomposed into  
     𝑘  (  ̇     ) (‎4-67) 
Here,    is an intermediate state variable and  
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   ̇        𝑝   (‎4-68) 
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5 CHAPTER 5 
SIMULATION RESULTS: SINGLE MACHINE INFINITE 
BUS SYSTEM WITH PWMSC 
5.1 PWMSC with PI controller 
The single machine infinite bus system given in Figure ‎4-1 was simulated to test the 
damping performance of the PWMSC controllers. A PI controller, as shown in Figure ‎5-1 
was used to control the PWMSC reactor. The system data & operating condition is given 
in Appendix-A. The input to the PI controller was considered to be generator speed 
deviation. 
Z
1 ∶ 1   𝑝  
 𝑡𝑟  
𝑉  𝑉𝑗   𝑉𝑖  𝑉𝑡  
 𝑐  
PWMSC
 𝑒𝑞  
𝑘𝑝 +
𝑘𝑖
𝑠
 
Δ 𝑝     
Gen
PI Controller
 
Figure ‎5-1: SMIB with PI controller 
The system performance has been tested by simulating the power system model for a 
disturbance of 30% torque input pulse of 0.2s duration applied after 1 sec. 
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The effect of PWMSC device inserted in the SMIB system without stabilizing control is 
shown in Figure ‎5-2 and Figure ‎5-3. From the figures it is clearly visible that the 
PWMSC device decreases the power system oscillations and improves the stability of the 
system without any stabilizing control. 
 
Figure ‎5-2: Effect of PWMSC device on SMIB system generator speed 
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Figure ‎5-3: Effect of PWMSC device on SMIB system generator angle 
In order to get the best out of the PWMSC device, the stabilizing control has to be 
incorporated. Here, the PI controller is employed to serve this purpose. To optimize the 
PI controller parameters (𝑘 , 𝑘 ) Real-coded genetic algorithm (RCGA) has been 
employed.  The objective functions with the constraints are given in (‎3-8) to (‎3-16). The 
maximum & minimum values of 𝑘 , 𝑘   considered in this optimization algorithm are 
selected as, 
𝑘           𝑘          𝑘           𝑘          
The optimum gains obtained for the three objective functions are summarized in the 
following table. 
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Table ‎5-1: Optimum gain parameters for the SMIB system in 5.1 
Objective functions 
   ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
    ∫ |  |𝑑𝑡
    
 
    ∫ 𝑡|  |𝑑𝑡
    
 
 
Optimum 
parameters 
𝑘  -1000 
𝑘          
𝑘          
𝑘          
𝑘   647.47 
𝑘  274.59 
The simulation results obtained for these three sets of optimum parameters for a 30% 
torque pulse for 0.2s are shown in Figure ‎5-4, Figure ‎5-5, Figure ‎5-6 and Figure ‎5-7. 
 
Figure ‎5-4: Nonlinear system response of rotor speed for three cases of the SMIB system with a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator 
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Figure ‎5-5: Nonlinear system response of rotor angle for three cases of the SMIB system with a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator. 
 
Figure ‎5-6: Control signal (duty ratio) of the PWMSC for three cases of the SMIB system with a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator. 
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Figure ‎5-7: Equivalent reactance of the PWMSC for three cases of the SMIB system with a torque 
input pulse disturbance in the generator 
 
 
Figure ‎5-4 and Figure ‎5-5 shows the variation of rotor speed and rotor angles, 
respectively, while Figure ‎5-6 and Figure ‎5-7 shows the control signal and the equivalent 
reactance, of the PWMSC. Responses obtained for the three different sets of optimum 
parameters corresponding to three objective functions are plotted to compare the 
suitability of the objective functions.  
From Figure ‎5-5, Figure ‎5-6 and Figure ‎5-7 can be seen that the response with objective 
function    settles back to its steady-state position faster than other objective functions 
         . But in Figure ‎5-4 the generator rotor speed response shows that the settling 
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However, all three responses show that the PWMSC controller has an outstanding 
performance in damping electromechanical oscillations. 
Though the results obtained are excellent, they are obtained at the cost of very high gain 
parameters (𝑘 , 𝑘 )   That’s‎why‎another‎optimum parameter search is done with limiting 
the  𝑘 , 𝑘  values to lower limits  as given below, 
𝑘          𝑘         𝑘          𝑘         
The parameters are optimized with the objective function  
   ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
   only. The optimization results are given below, 
 𝑘               𝑘       
The simulation results with this PI configuration are shown Figure ‎5-8 to Figure ‎5-12. 
 
Figure ‎5-8: Nonlinear system response of rotor speed of the SMIB system with PI controller for a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator 
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Figure ‎5-9: Nonlinear system response of rotor angle for the SMIB system with PI controller for a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator 
 
Figure ‎5-10: Control signal (duty ratio) of the PWMSC for the SMIB system with PI controller for a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator 
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Figure ‎5-11: Equivalent reactance of the PWMSC for the SMIB system with PI controller for a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator 
 
Figure ‎5-12: Generator terminal voltage,    for the SMIB system with PI controller for a torque 
input pulse disturbance in the generator 
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These results show quite satisfactory damping performance of the system with relatively 
very lower gains of 𝑘      𝑘 . 
5.2 PWMSC with PID controller 
The single machine infinite bus system installed with PWMSC is also tested with PID 
controller with generator speed deviation as stabilizing signal as shown in Figure ‎4-3. 
The system data & operating condition are given in Appendix A. 
The PWMSC controller was tested as the SMIB system incorporating a PID controller 
considering a disturbance of 30% torque input pulse of 0.2s duration. 
The maximum & minimum values of 𝑘 , 𝑘  , 𝑘  considered in the RCGA optimization 
are, 
𝑘             𝑘             𝑘              𝑘         
                            𝑘         𝑘         
The parameters are optimized with the objective function  
   ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
   only. The optimization results are given below, 
 𝑘               𝑘            𝑘          
The simulation results with this PID configuration are shown Figure ‎5-13 to Figure ‎5-17. 
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Figure ‎5-13: Nonlinear system response of rotor speed of the SMIB system with PID controller for a torque 
input pulse disturbance in the generator 
 
Figure ‎5-14: Nonlinear system response of rotor speed of the SMIB system with PID controller for a torque 
input pulse disturbance in the generator 
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Figure ‎5-15: Equivalent reactance of the PWMSC of the SMIB system with PID controller for a torque input 
pulse disturbance in the generator 
 
Figure ‎5-16: Control signal (duty ratio) of the PWMSC of the SMIB system with PID controller for a torque 
input pulse disturbance in the generator 
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Figure ‎5-17: Generator terminal voltage,   of the SMIB system with PID controller for a torque input pulse 
disturbance in the generator 
 
These results show quite satisfactory damping performance of the system but use of PID 
controller‎doesn’t‎show‎significant‎improvement‎over‎PI‎controller. 
5.3 Three phase fault study of the SMIB system 
The robustness of the PWMSC controllers was checked by experiencing the SMIB 
system a three phase fault as shown in Figure ‎5-18. A three phase fault was simulated at the 
infinite bus for three cycles (0.05 sec). Here, a PID controller is employed to add 
stabilizing control of the PWMSC. Deviation of speed of the generator is taken as 
stabilizing input signal to the PID controller. Simulation results are shown in Figure ‎5-19 
to Figure ‎5-23. 
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Figure ‎5-18: Three phase fault study of the SMIB system with PID controller 
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Figure ‎5-19: Response of generator angle of SMIB system for a three phase fault a) comparison of 
with or without stabilizing control, b) with PID controller 
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Figure ‎5-20: Response of generator speed of SMIB system for a three phase fault a) comparison of 
with or without stabilizing control, b) with PID controller 
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Figure ‎5-21: Equivalent reactance of the PWMSC of the SMIB system for a three phase fault 
 
Figure ‎5-22: Control signal of the PWMSC of the SMIB system for a three phase fault 
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Figure ‎5-23: Terminal voltage of the generator of the SMIB system for a three phase fault 
 
From the simulation results shown in Figure ‎5-19 and Figure ‎5-20, it has been observed 
that the SMIB system without stabilizing control goes unstable when it experiences a 
three phase fault. The SMIB system with PID controller shows excellent performance in 
damping electromechanical oscillations. 
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6 CHAPTER 6 
SIMULATION RESULTS: MULTI-MACHINE POWER 
SYSTEM WITH PWMSC 
A 4 generator, 12 bus multi-machine system with 4 constant impedance loads is used as a 
test system. The multi-machine power system is equipped with PWMSC in the 
transmission line between bus 2 & bus 9 as shown in Figure ‎6-1. Generators are operating 
at their nominal operating points with nominal loading. All the bus data, generator data, 
line data, load data and nominal operating points are given in Appendix B. 
 
Figure ‎6-1: Multi-machine power system installed with PWMSC 
Nonlinear model of the multi-machine system is simulated in MATLAB. In order to test 
the performance of the PWMSC controllers, a three phase fault of 0.1s is applied at bus 8 
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and the faulty line between bus-8 and bus-9 is tripped. After 0.1 sec the fault is cleared 
and the line is restored to service.   
6.1 PWMSC controlled by PI controller 
The equivalent reactance,     injected in the transmission line of the multi-machine 
system is dependent upon the duty ratio,   of the PWMSC. The duty ratio (or    ) is 
controlled by a PI controller whose structure is shown in Figure ‎3-7, omitting 𝑘  (𝑘  
 ). 
Three different stabilizing input signals have been tested for the PI controller. For each 
configuration, the controller parameters (𝑘 , 𝑘 ) are optimized using real-coded genetic 
algorithm (RCGA). 
6.1.1 Speed deviation,    as input to PI controller 
The PI controller configuration in the multi-machine system with generator speed 
deviation,     as stabilizing input is shown in Figure ‎6-2.  
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Figure ‎6-2:‎Speed‎deviation,‎Δω‎as‎input‎to‎PI‎controller:‎multi-machine power system 
 
The maximum & minimum values of the controller parameters (𝑘 , 𝑘 )  considered in the 
optimization algorithm are, 
𝑘           𝑘          𝑘           𝑘          
The optimum parameters obtained from this algorithm for two objective functions are 
given in the following table. 
Table ‎6-1 : Optimum gain parameters for the multi-machine system in 6.1.1 
Objective 
functions 
   ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
    ∫ |  |𝑑𝑡
    
 
 
Optimum 
parameters 
𝑘  -30.69 
𝑘    
𝑘         
𝑘     
 
The simulation results are shown in Figure ‎6-3 to Figure ‎6-7. 
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Figure ‎6-3: Rotor speed of generators of multi-machine system with PI controller following a 3 phase 
fault in bus 8 
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Figure ‎6-4: Relative angle of generators with respect to Gen-1 in multi-machine system with PI 
controller following a 3 phase fault in bus 8 
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Figure ‎6-5: Terminal voltages of generators of multi-machine system with PI controller following a 3 
phase fault in bus 8 
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Figure ‎6-6: Control signal of PWMSC with PI controller following a 3 phase fault in multi-machine 
system 
 
Figure ‎6-7: Equivalent reactance seen from transmission line of multi-machine system with PI 
controller following a 3 phase fault in bus 8 
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From Figure ‎6-3 to Figure ‎6-7, nonlinear model response of the generators & the 
PWMSC controller are shown for objective function,    ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
 . This objective 
function gave better response compared to the other. Results indicate that the 
performance of the system in damping electromechanical mode oscillation is excellent. 
Responses of the generator speed deviation in Figure ‎6-3 & relative angle of generators 
shown in Figure ‎6-4 ,while the terminal voltage of generators, especially gen-2 as shown 
in Figure ‎6-5 and the control signal, duty ratio,   of the PWMSC is as shown in 
Figure ‎6-6 which is slightly over modulated. 
 
6.1.2 Active power output deviation,     as input to PI controller 
The PI controller configuration in the multi-machine system with active power output 
deviation of generator-2,      as stabilizing input is shown in Figure ‎6-8.  
.   
Figure ‎6-8: Active power output deviation,     as input to PI controller: multi-machine power 
system 
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Nonlinear model of the multi-machine system shown in Figure ‎6-8 was simulated with PI 
controller dynamics given in equations (‎4-53) to (‎4-60). But, it has been observed in the 
simulation‎ results‎ that‎ the‎ PI‎ controller‎ doesn’t‎ give‎ satisfactory‎ results‎ if‎we‎ want‎ to‎
mitigate the electromechanical oscillations by tracking the generator active power output 
deviation    .  
6.1.3 Change in transmission line active power flow   𝟐   as stabilizing input 
signal to PID controller 
 
Figure ‎6-9: Change in active power flow of line as Stabilizing input signal to PI controller: multi-
machine power system 
The PI controller configuration in the multi-machine system with change in active power 
flow of transmission line between bus2 and bus-9,      as stabilizing input is shown in 
Figure ‎6-9.  
The PI controller dynamics were incorporated from equations (‎4-61) to (‎4-68). But the 
simulation results obtained for this controller configuration was not satisfactory. 
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6.2 PWMSC with PID controller 
A PID controller shown in Figure ‎3-7 is employed to regulate the PWMSC switch’s‎duty‎
ratio   and thus controlling the equivalent reactance     injected by the PWMSC.  
Figure ‎6-10 displays the PID controller strategy adopted here. Speed deviation of 
generator-2,      has been used here as stabilizing input to the controller.  
 
Figure ‎6-10:‎Speed‎deviation,‎Δω‎as‎input‎to‎PID‎controller:‎multi-machine power system 
The PID controller parameters (𝑘  , 𝑘   𝑘 ) were optimized using real-coded genetic 
algorithm (RCGA). The maximum & minimum values of 𝑘 , 𝑘  and 𝑘  considered in this 
optimization algorithm are given below. 
𝑘           𝑘          𝑘           𝑘          
                            𝑘          𝑘         
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The optimum parameters obtained from this algorithm for two objective functions are 
given in the following table. 
Table ‎6-2 : Optimum gain parameters for the multi-machine system in 6.2 
Objective 
functions 
   ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
    ∫ |  |𝑑𝑡
    
 
 
Optimum 
parameters 
𝑘  -30.69 
𝑘    
𝑘         
𝑘   30.64 
𝑘     
𝑘    
 
The simulation results are shown in Figure ‎6-11 to Figure ‎6-15. 
 
Figure ‎6-11: Rotor speed of generators of multi-machine system with PID controller following a 3 phase fault in 
bus 8 
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Figure ‎6-12: Relative angle of generators with respect to Gen-1 in multi-machine system with PID 
controller following a 3 phase fault in bus 8 
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Figure ‎6-13: Terminal voltages of generators of multi-machine system with PID controller following 
a 3 phase fault 
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Figure ‎6-14: Control signal of PWMSC with PID controller following a 3 phase fault in multi-
machine system 
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Figure ‎6-15: Equivalent reactance seen from transmission line of multi-machine system with PID 
controller following a 3 phase fault  
 
From Figure ‎6-11 to Figure ‎6-15, nonlinear model response of the generators & the 
PWMSC controller are shown only for objective function,    ∫ (  )
 𝑑𝑡
    
 
   for the 
sake of clearness of the figures. And this objective function,     gave better response than 
the objective function,   . Responses of the generator speed deviation in Figure ‎6-11 & 
relative angle of generators shown in   Figure ‎6-12 are quite satisfactory. There is some 
excursion in the terminal voltage of generators, especially gen-2 as shown in Figure ‎6-13 
and the control signal, duty ratio,   of the PWMSC is slightly over modulated as shown 
in Figure ‎6-14.  
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Figure ‎6-16: Comparison between PI & PID controller in damping generator speed oscillation of 
multi-machine system 
 
A comparison of PI & PID controller in damping generator speed oscillation of multi-
machine system is shown in Figure ‎6-16. After comparing all the results of PI & PID 
controller it has been observed that, the PID controller has contribution in decreasing the 
overshoot of the nonlinear system response following a three-phase fault. But the 
contribution of the PID controller is not as attractive as the expenditure & complexity it 
will cost. 
Generator active power output deviation,     and change in active power flow of 
transmission line,      was also tried as stabilizing input signals to the PID controller, 
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but‎ didn’t‎ yield‎ satisfactory‎ results‎ in‎ terms‎ of‎ damping‎ electromechanical mode 
oscillations. 
6.2.1 Simulation results of torque input pulse disturbance in the multi-
machine system 
The multi-machine system shown in Figure ‎6-10 is experienced with a disturbance of 
10% torque input pulse of 0.1s duration applied on gen-2. 
Controller gain parameters are selected as 𝑘  -30.69, 𝑘     , 𝑘    
The simulation results are shown in Figure ‎6-17 to Figure ‎6-21 which are quite 
satisfactory. 
 
Figure ‎6-17: Rotor speed of generators of multi-machine system with a torque input pulse 
disturbance in the generator-2 
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Figure ‎6-18: Rotor angle of generators of multi-machine system with a torque input pulse 
disturbance in the generator-2 
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Figure ‎6-19: Generator terminal voltages of generators of multi-machine system with a torque input 
pulse disturbance in the generator-2 
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Figure ‎6-20: Equivalent reactance of the PWMSC in the multi-machine system with a torque input 
pulse disturbance in the generator-2 
 
Figure ‎6-21: Control signal of the PWMSC with PID controller in the multi-machine system with a 
torque input pulse disturbance in the generator-2 
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6.3 Effect of PWMSC and fault locations 
To test the robustness of the PWMSC controller it has been tested for a three phase fault 
at different locations and the PWMSC is also placed at different locations in the multi-
machine system. Specifically 2 cases have been considered. 
6.3.1 Case-1: Different fault location 
 
Figure ‎6-22: Multi-machine system considered for case-1 
 
A three phase fault is applied at bus 6 for 0.1 sec in the multi-machine system as 
shown in Figure ‎6-22 and the faulty line between bus 9 and bus 6 is tripped. After 0.1 sec 
the fault is cleared and the faulty line is restored to service. Here, the PWMSC is 
connected in the same position i.e. between bus-2 and bus-9 and a PID controller is 
associated with the PWMSC with gains found in previous section. Simulation results are 
shown in Figure ‎6-23 to Figure ‎6-27. 
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Figure ‎6-23: Rotor speed of generators of multi-machine system with PID controller following a 3 phase fault 
(case 1) 
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Figure ‎6-24: Relative angle of generators with respect to Gen-1 in multi-machine system with PID 
controller following a 3 phase fault (case 1) 
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Figure ‎6-25: Terminal voltages of generators of multi-machine system with PID controller following 
a 3 phase fault (case 1) 
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Figure ‎6-26: Control signal of PWMSC employing PID controller following a 3 phase fault in multi-
machine system (case 1) 
 
Figure ‎6-27: Equivalent reactance of PWMSC with PID controller following a 3 phase fault in multi-
machine system (case 1) 
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The nonlinear simulation results obtained for this case is quite satisfactory. 
6.3.2 Case-2: Different PWMSC location 
The PWMSC is connected between bus 3 & bus 10 and a three phase fault is applied at 
bus 6 at for 0.1 sec and the faulty line between bus 9 & bus 6 is tripped. Then, after 0.1 
sec the fault is cleared & the line is restored to service. This configuration is shown in 
Figure ‎6-28. 
Here, a PID controller is employed to control the PWMSC series compensation and the 
rotor speed of generator-3     is used as stabilizing input to the PID controller.  
 
Figure ‎6-28: Multi-machine system considered for case-2 
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Figure ‎6-29: Rotor speed of generators of multi-machine system with PID controller following a 3 
phase fault (case 2) 
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Figure ‎6-30: Relative angle of generators with respect to Gen-1 in multi-machine system with PID 
controller following a 3 phase fault (case 2) 
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Figure ‎6-31: Terminal voltages of generators of multi-machine system with PWMSC following a 3 
phase fault (case 2) 
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Figure ‎6-32: Equivalent reactance of PWMSC with PID controller following a 3 phase fault in multi-
machine system (case 2) 
 
Figure ‎6-33: Control signal of PWMSC employing PID controller following a 3 phase fault in multi-
machine system (case 2) 
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The simulations results shown in Figure ‎6-29 to Figure ‎6-33 does not depict as good 
performance as the PWMSC has shown in case 1 or previous cases when it was 
connected in between bus-2 and bus-9. It seems that, this is due to the larger size of 
generator-2 and thus, larger controllability of gen-2 over the network.  
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7 CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
Dynamic performance of a single machine infinite bus power system as well as multi-
machine power system installed with PWMSC has been investigated. Non-linear and 
linear models of both single machine as well as multi-machine power system have been 
derived. A comparative study has been carried out with proportional- integral (PI) and 
proportional- integral-derivative (PID) controllers installed in generator speed control 
loop, generator active power control loop and transmission line active power control loop 
to investigate the damping performance of the controllers and test the suitability of the 
different feedback control loops. The PI controller with generator speed as stabilizing 
signal demonstrated to provide very good damping to the system transients. PID 
controller has shown slightly better damping than PI controllers but care should be taken 
so that the system does not become over-sensitive. The generator active power and 
transmission line active power flow, however, does not provide significant damping to 
the system. For optimization of the controller parameters, genetic algorithm has been 
used with three objective functions. Speed deviation of the generator was taken as error 
signal and the integral of squared error, integral of absolute error and integral of time 
multiplied absolute error was taken as performance indices. All of these have shown 
satisfactory results in optimizing the parameters.  But the optimization results obtained 
with the integral of squared error-objective function is better than other two. The 
controller was also tested for different fault locations in the multi-machine power system 
as well as different locations of the PWMSC itself. PWMSC has advantages over the 
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conventional FACTS devices such as simpler power circuit structure, simpler control 
strategy, withstanding high temperatures, compactness in size, no low order harmonic 
generations, etc. 
7.1 Recommendations for future research 
The research in this area can be further advanced in the following suggested directions. 
 An online self-tuning adaptive control technique can be developed to enhance the 
dynamic performance of a power system installed with PWMSC and make it 
applicable in practical power systems. 
 A method can be developed to find the optimal location and size of the PWMSC 
for a particular power system. 
 Keeping in view that generator speed is not available at all locations of the multi-
machine system, techniques can be adopted to synthesize speed from locally 
available signals. 
 Only PI & PID controller is used in this work. Other types of controllers can also 
be explored. 
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APPENDIX 
A. Single machine infinite bus system data 
Generator data 
M =6; D=0;    
 =3.6134;     =0.7;    =0.5;   ́=0.24; freq=60; 
Exciter data: 
  = 3;   =0.01; 
Transmission line data: 
   =0.15; Z= 0.7 + j0.07; 
PWMSC data: 
   =0.015; n=1;   =1.5;  
Operating condition: 
  =0.9; 𝑉 =1.02; p.f.= 0.95;  
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B. Multi-machine system data 
 
Table B-1: Generator data 
 
Table B-2 : generators nominal operating condition 
Gen no. MW Mvar Qmin Qmax 
1 34.8 17.85 -50 50 
2 105 46.6 -50 75 
3 50 30 -20 30 
4 60 5 -10 10 
 
Table B-3: nominal loadings 
Bus No. MW Mvar 
5 77.5 30 
6 52.5 25 
8 72.5 27 
12 48.75 15 
 
Gen no.xd xq xd1 xq1 H Tdo1 Tqo1 Ka Ta Rs KE TE KF TF
1 0.146 0.0969 0.0608 0.0969 23.64 8.96 0.31 20 0.2 0 1 0.314 0.063 0.35
2 0.8953 0.8645 0.1198 0.1969 6.4 6 0.535 20 0.2 0 1 0.314 0.063 0.35
3 1.3125 1.2578 0.1813 0.25 3.01 5.89 0.6 20 0.2 0 1 0.314 0.063 0.35
4 1.3125 1.2578 0.1813 0.25 3.01 5.89 0.6 20 0.2 0 1 0.314 0.063 0.35
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Table B-4: Transmission line data 
From 
Bus # 
To Bus 
# 
R (p.u.) X (p.u.) 
1/2 B 
(p.u.) 
Line 
code 
1 7 0 0.05 0 1 
2 9 0 0.05 0 1 
4 10 0 0.05 0 1 
3 11 0 0.05 0 1 
11 12 0.018 0.35/3 0.0175 1 
11 5 0.009 0.40/4 0.035 1 
5 10 0.009 0.35/3 0.035 1 
10 6 0.009 0.27/2 0.035 1 
6 9 0.009 0.43/4 0.035 1 
9 8 0.009 0.33/3 0.049 1 
8 7 0 0.4/3 0.035 1 
7 5 0.009 0.4/3 0.035 1 
 
 
PWMSC data: 
   =0.15; n=1;   =0.6;  
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